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An Introduction to A-A Backflow Testing and Maintenance
A-A Backflow has been serving Los
Angeles and Orange counties in
Southern California for the last 35
years providing superior service.
Our services consist of: Testing,
Maintenance, Repair and ReplaceHenry “Hank” De Cambra and Bob
Perea after installing a 10” device

ment of backflow assemblies. Our
staff has been trained at the USC
School of Engineering—Foundation
for Cross-Control and Hydraulic
Research, a nationally recognized
organization in the field of crossconnection. USC’s Approved Backflow Device list and Cross Connection Manual are the standards that
many jurisdictions use to define
their cross-connection control
program. All A-A Backflow Testing
and Maintenance testers hold the
necessary licenses to perform
services in Los Angeles and Orange
counties and are re-certified bi-

annually. We are centrally located in
Torrance California and travel to all
areas weekly insuring prompt service. Emergency calls are handled
on a case-by-case basis and all
efforts are made to insure that our
Customers needs are met. A-A
Backflow carries all necessary
insurance to be in compliance with
your insurance carriers requirements including Workers Compensation and General Liability. Additional Insured requests are
promptly handled and our staff is
available to answer any questions
and provide quality service. We
know backflows!

> Toll Free Phone
800
800--342
342--5104
> Phone 310
310--530
530--6663
> Fax 310
310--530
530--6755
> Email
info@aabackflow.com
> Mail
Mail—
—
2535 W.237th St.
Unit 119
Torrance, CA 90505
> Web
www.aabackflow.com

Backflow Device Types and Uses
There are many different types of
Backflow Devices that are commonly
used to prevent cross connections.
Not all require annual testing and
many are built into common articles
we use every day. The most effective
is the Air Gap. This simply means that
the water inlet is placed above the
overflow rim of the device it serves.
This is the only approved way to
protect against a lethal hazard including sewage. A common form of
this is the faucet that serves your

A RP device providing
meter protection

sink. The spout is designed to be at
least two times the diameter of the
pipe but no less than one inch
above the overflow rim. This prevents any backsiphonage or backpressure from allowing water to
re-enter the drinking water supply.
If you attach a hose to the faucet
and let the end become submerged
the air gap has been defeated. A
simple way to prevent this is to
install an Atmospheric Vacuum
Break (AVB) available at many
hardware stores. This works well
for hoses and sprinkler systems
but falls short of the protection
required by many water agencies.
Installation of these devices must
also meet certain guidelines to be
effective.
The devices A-A Backflow tests,
maintains, and installs primarily

consist of the following: Pressure
Vacuum Break (PVB), Spill Resistant
Pressure Vacuum Break (SVB),
Double Check Valve Assembly (DC)
and Reduced Pressure Principal
Assembly (RP).
The highest level of protection of
these four is the RP device. These
are tested and approved for both
Pollutant (non-health hazard) and
Contaminant (health hazards) for
both backsiphonage and back pressure applications. DC assemblies
are approved for pollutants only,
but, for both backpressure and
backsiphonage. PVB, SVB, and AVB
are used for pollutant and contaminant but only for backsiphonage.
This is why many water agencies
and health departments are requiring users to upgrade to the RP
device when replacement is needed.
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What is a Cross-Connection?
Improper connection for
irrigation

“many water
agencies and
health
departments
are requiring
users to
upgrade to
the RP
device”

A cross-connection is any actual or
potential connection between a
water supply and any other substance other than drinking water.
This can occur in many ways the
simplest of which is an indirect
cross-connection. This can be a
garden hose attached to your
homes water supply and submerged in a pond or pool. It is common to use chemicals to treat the
pool water or the pond water may
not be fit to drink. If the water
system pressure drops there could
be a backsiphonage of water into
your drinking water supply. Backsiphonage occurs when the water
system pressure drops below atmospheric pressure. This is what

Another form of cross-connection
is due to backpressure. Backpressure can occur when water falls
back downhill towards the supply
line or a pump creates pressure
that is greater than the water sys-

tems pressure and forces contaminated water back into the system.
Care must be taken when choosing
the correct device to mitigate this
problem. Specific requirements are
listed by different agencies.
Most commercial and industrial
water users have had to comply
with cross-connection control for
years and now water agencies and
health departments are moving
aggressively into residential crossconnection control programs.
Many cities now require RP type
devices for home irrigation systems for all new residences and for
those undergoing renovation

Examples of Cross-connections
The EPA Cross Connection Control Manual 2003 documents
what can happen when contaminates enter the water supply
through cross connections.
In 1986 a driver was adding
water to his chemical truck
when a water main broke. The
resulting backsiphonage pulled
sodium hydroxide back into the
water system and several people
were burned by this caustic

A improper use of a PVB

happens when you drink from a
straw or siphon gas from a car.
You create a backsiphonage condition. It can happen to your water
system due to a water main break,
a pump failure or many other ways.
The water pressure in the providing
systems falls, either by water falling back to its lowest point or
water being diverted to another
location, pulling water from your
point of use into the general water
supply.

chemical when they came in
contact with the water from
their faucets.

soft drinks, coffee, etc and the
ship repair facility’s own domestic water.

In 1981 a ship repair facility
replaced their damaged backflow device with a spool sleeve.
When their fire system pumps
were primed with city water and
turned on the pumps sent salt
water into the city water supply.
The salt water wound up in a
restaurants water used to make

Cross-connections do happen
and a properly operating backflow assembly can prevent the
associated health and safety
risks. More detailed information
and the Cross Connection Manual are available at the EPA site
www.epa.gov/safewater.

calibrated gauge and standard
diagnostic procedures. Each
county certifies each tester
biannually by requiring a practical hands-on demonstration of
their testing skills. The tester is
then assigned a number that
must be used to certify each
test. There are penalties for
misusing, falsifying, or skipping a

test. A-A Backflow Testing and
Maintenance specializes in backflow assemblies. We will not do
anything to jeopardize our license or your trust so you can
be assured that your test is
accurate and honest.

How do we test?
Backflow assemblies are tested
according to standard procedures and methods adopted by
the agency requiring testing.
Los Angeles and Orange counties
testing procedures are essentially similar with a few differences in procedure. Essentially
we are checking the integrity of
the internal parts utilizing a
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Some Regulations
The question is often asked “Why
do I need to have a backflow
device and test it so often?” This
is subject to local enforcement
but based on national and state
regulations. For instance Title 17
of the California Code of Regulations, Sections 7583 through
7605, require that each water
purveyor implement a comprehensive Backflow Prevention
Program. Los Angeles Department of Water and Power oper-

ates under their Water Service
Rule 16-D. Irvine Ranch Water
District uses a dual distribution
system for both potable and
reclaimed water. Backflow devices are required to protect the
potable water supply. All local
regulations require testing at
least once a year and repairs
are mandatory for any device
not passing the test. In addition
there are differences in some
programs, for instance some

water districts only require
protection at the meter and
leave the use protection to the
Health Department while others
maintain control over both situations. Meter protection is usually
as close to the meter as practical while protection for processes (irrigation, film developers, industrial water, etc) are
often located close to the end
use of the water.

vice. Our phones are answered
by knowledgeable staff and your
needs are addressed personally.

size.

A custom cage covering
four valves

Products & Services
A-A Backflow Testing and Maintenance offers several services.
Complete and accurate testing of
all approved devices
Maintenance and service to bring
your device into compliance.
Preventative maintenance for
valves in critical applications.
Upgrading assemblies as old
ones wear out.
New installations when required
by code.
We specialize in customer ser-

There are over two dozen water
districts, health departments,
and other government agencies
in the Los Angeles and Orange
counties service area alone. We
know who to call and will work
with you to remain in compliance
with all applicable regulations.
We service government, industrial, commercial, and residential
accounts from one valve to hundreds and from 1/2” to 10” in

We are a licensed state contractors holding C-10 electrical and
C-36 Plumbing classifications.
For government entities that
reciprocate we are a California
Department of General Services
Certified Small business #51689.
We look forward to providing you
with superior service and our
assurance that your job will be
handled in a professional manner.

Cages
In this era of increased security
there are several reasons to
protect your backflow assembly.
The first reason is to prevent
theft. The cost of downtime for
many facilities and the inconvenience of being without water far
outweigh the cost of a cage.
Beyond that, if you are in a high
security facility protecting your
drinking water from tampering

or contamination, either intentionally or unintentionally, can
only add to your peace of mind.
In the field we have seen actual
cases of the gardener or maintenance personnel adding hose
bibs or other water using devices to assemblies and creating
the potential for pesticides,
animal waste or other chemicals
to enter your water supply. We

can fabricate any size or configuration enclosure. Our custom
enclosures are made of durable
heavy gauge steel with a tough
power coated finish. We can
often make a custom cage for
the same or less than the cost to
purchase and install a stock
cage.

“The cost of downtime
for many facilities and
the inconvenience of
being without water
far outweigh the cost
of a cage”

A stock cage modified for a
custom application

A-A Backflow Testing and Maintenance
2535 W 237th St, Unit 119
T o r r an ce , C a 9 0 5 0 5

Watch Out! Devices are being stolen!
It was not too long ago that
cages were rarely used to protect backflow assemblies. Lately
this has not been the case. Most
assemblies 2” and under are
made of brass. Brass is a combination of copper and zinc. In the
past it was rare that any device
was stolen as they had little
value, however, now a 2” device
can weigh 25 pounds or more.
Since the price of copper has
risen this means that a device, if
stolen, can be sold at the scrap
yard for $40 to $60 dollars each
and the chances of catching the
thief are slim.

There are a couple of ways to
help protect your device. The
most secure is a cage. If there
are two devices, one in a cage
and one without, the thief will
almost always go the easy route
and take the unprotected device.
We have had customers lose
devices, have them replaced only
to lose them again. If the cost of
a cage seems prohibitive then
take one of the other options.
Paint the device and it will not
look like brass. Remember to
follow the recommended colors,
red for fire, green for irrigation,
blue for domestic and purple for
reclaimed water. Do not paint

any relief ports, test cock
threads or other movable parts
of the assembly. Another way to
help protect the device is to
plant shrubbery around the
device. This will make the device
“out of sight—out of mind” to the
thief. Remember that by code the
devices must be accessible for
testing and maintenance so keep
the bushes trimmed and away
from shutoffs, test cocks and
relief valves.
In extreme cases a device might
have to be relocated however
you must still comply with the
codes if for meter protection.

Copper prices are up over
250%!

